
Study program: Waste management 

Course title: Master Thesis 

Professor/assistant: All teachers of the study program who teach vocational and professional-applicative 

subjects 
Type of course: compulsory 

ECTS credits:10 

Pre-requisites: Topics of Master thesis can be taken into consideration by enrolling of the 4th semester, and the 
student must collect 110 ECTS credits 
Aims of the course: 

Systematization of professional, expert-applicative and practical knowledge acquired on the study 

program and vocational practice, 

- Application of acquired professional, expert-practical and practical knowledge in the study program, 

- Getting knowledge of the way, structures and forms writings report a completed analysis and other 

activities that have been carried out at the front of the topic, finalize the topic, 

- Promoting experience in self-effective and efficient decision-making of a specific problem in the field of 

studio study program using scientific method and approach, contemporary information-communication 

technology and scientific-expert literature. 
Learning outcomes: 

- Ability to receive and apply acquired professional, vocational, applicative and practical knowledge and 

skills with a study program, practically applied under conditions of a more affluent environment, 

- Ability for self-planned planning, organizing and conducting a professional engineering project that 

satisfies specific beginnings, 

- Knowledge methodology practical research and solving complex specific problem, 

- Ability to apply professional and scientific literature, 

- Ability to present the results of the results by means of documented documents on the site. 
Syllabus 
Topics of Master thesis can be taken into consideration by enrolling of the 4th semester, and when student collect 

110 ECTS credits. Master thesis is a self-employed research-practical student. He is a student of commerce 

who knows how to solve practical problems and methodologies of practical research from a rewarding or 

public sector in one of the field study programs. 

Master thesis is grown from any scientific, vocational or professional-applicative subjects, but it attracts 

knowledge and skills from a higher subject. Master thesis is for the sake of harm or a public institution 

with which a school institution has an agreement. Content is defined individually at the warehouse with 

the topic of the Master thesis and the reference status and methodology of the areas in the area that is 

being realized. The teacher then the selected subject is the Master thesis student. Mentor is an active 

participant in a swift phase, and he finally finished. 

Before mainstreaming existing literature and / or legal-technical regulations in selected areas, Master 

thesis should contain bar 2 of the following elements; analytical, verbal, projecting or experimental aspect. 

Master thesis has been trained with specific knowledge gained in a specialized profession. Work implies 

the initial theoretical research in the field, as to why I define problems and crafts, the final master. Then, 

the problem was solved, the process of development, projecting, etc. to the fortified outcomes of Master 

thesis. Thesis should be supported by a practical or experimental research, which implies planning an 

experiment, gathering, processing, and analyzing data, as well as creating written communications. 

A student is a student who prepares a master thesis in prescribed forms that contains the following 

chapter: Entry, aim of thesisi, Theoretical research, Experimental research (Practical work), Results and 

discussion, Conclusion and Review of the use of literature. 

He finished it, a student gave me a written version of thesis, which commission examined and approved 

the oral defense. Member of the Defense Committee The Master thesis is a representative institution in 

which a student realizes Master thesis. The defense is public. 



Literature 
Which is related to Master thesis 

Number of active classes 
Other forms of teaching: 

Lectures:  Practical classes:  Research work: 

Teaching methods mentor, interactive, practical, laboratory and  independent work. 

Grading system (maximum 100 points), grading scalefrom 5 to 10: below 51 points grade 5, grade 6 from 51-60 

points, grade7 from 61-70 points, grade8 from 71-80 points, grade 9 from 81-90 points, grade 10 from 91-100 

points. 
Pre-exam obligations points Final exam points 

activity during theoretical 
lectures 

 written exam 70 

practical training  oral exam 30 

colloquium(s)/seminar papers    

Sum  Sum 100 
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